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Lenovo ThinkSmart View Plus

Meet, share, and collaborate better 
than ever—wherever you are. The 
innovative Lenovo ThinkSmart  
View Plus with Microsoft Teams 
Display is a hybrid work solution 
that enhances efficiency, flexibility, 
and collaboration through personal 
and hotdesking experiences. The  
all-in-one modular design and  
multi-mode functionality deliver  
an impressively rich UX and flexible 
hybrid productivity.

The world’s smartest, most flexible collaboration device
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How it’s different
Why Smart Collaboration
Take back your meetings. Combining innovative technology 
with personalized services, our Lenovo ThinkSmart solutions 
will redefine your meeting space. Make collaboration more 
productive and more enjoyable with smart devices that enable 
greater efficiency and offer options to meet your needs. Flexible 
across room sizes, Lenovo’s Smart Collaboration solutions use 
industry-leading security measures to keep your data safe and 
your privacy intact. 
 

Why Lenovo ThinkSmart View Plus
With user-friendly Microsoft Teams Display for customized 
cloud-based productivity, this personal collaboration solution 
lets you interact with impact. A 27-inch multi-touch FHD display, 
premium soundbar, and auto-framing 4K camera with AI 
security combine to optimize every experience, from hotdesking 
and hoteling to phone booth use and small-room video 
conferences. In the ever-evolving workspace, the innovative 
Lenovo ThinkSmart View Plus keeps you connected and 
engaged however work happens. 
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How Lenovo ThinkSmart View Plus wins
The standalone Lenovo ThinkSmart View Plus is the  
world’s smartest, most flexible collaboration device, 
engineered to meet the growing demand for hotdesking  
and hoteling workspaces. Plus, Microsoft Teams Display 
delivers a customized, secure, and intuitive meeting  
experience ideal for modern business.

• Small footprint perfect for hotdesking, phone  
booths, and executive desks. 

• Bundled with ThinkSmart-Start, including one  
year of Lenovo Smart Collaboration Professional  
Services Deploy and Maintain.

• Toggle between mode functionality on the 27-inch  
multi-touchscreen display with premium video,  
audio, and built-in Android compute.

• Detachable camera and soundbar, plus adjustable  
height, tilt, and swivel monitor stand for  
ergonomic comfort.

• Robust security with facial recognition, webcam  
privacy shutter, mic mute, and meeting status light.
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Overview
Lenovo ThinkSmart View Plus 

Adjustable stand
Height  |  Tilt  |  Swivel

Magnetic stylus pen
Attaches to left and right sides

Detachable soundbar

Detachable camera
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Key features
Lenovo ThinkSmart View Plus 

•  27" FHD IPS multi-touch display
•  Dual mode: application and monitor
•  Anti-glare
•  Resolution: 1920 x 1080
•  Aspect ratio: 16:9
•  Viewing angle: 178 degree
•  Brightness: 300 cd/m2

•  Contrast ratio: 1000:1
•  Color depth: 16.7M
•  Color gamut: 95% sRGB
•  Display interfaces: LVDS interface/5040 x 

2160@60fps/driven by DP to LVDS
•  scalar
•  Touch type: ITO sensor
•  Touch support: USB touch interface
•  Multi Touch function: 10 points 

(Simultaneously)
•  Touch accuracy: 1mm
•  Touch latency: less than 100ms
•  Stylus: Supported (passive)
•  Cover glass treatment: anti-fingerprint  

coating/anti-glare
•  Direct bonding between LCD and touch  

panel with OCA

•  OS: Android 10
•  Qualcomm chip manufacturing
•  Lenovo ThinkSmart Manager

•  USB detachable (magnetic)
•  4K RGB-infrared
•  FOV = 100° | 90° | 50°
•  Zoom: x4 digital
•  AI for facial recognition and security features
•  Auto framing features
•  Tilt 
•  Camera shutter and DND light

•  Detachable soundbar 
•  Stereo speakers (2 x 5w)
•  Mic array (4x)
•  Status lights: mute, in-meeting, off

•  Adjustable (swivel, tilt, height)
•  Vesa wall mount option
•  Cell phone stand

compute

camera

stand & base

soundbar

screen
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Processor Snapdragon™ QCS8250

Operating System Android 10

UC Microsoft Teams Display

Memory 8GB

Storage 128GB UFS 3.1 on systemboard

Proximity Sensor/ALS

Supported magnetic stylus

Adjustable stand (swizzle, tilt, height)

Vesa wall mount option

Cell phone stand

Buttons: Power/Mode switch/Recovery (Main body)
Vol +/Vol -/SPK mute/Mic mute (Speaker bar)

1-year Smart Collaboration Professional Services Deploy
1-year Smart Collaboration Professional Services Maintain
1-year ThinkSmart Manager Premium

Display 27" FHD IPS multi-touch display, anti-glare;  
anti-fingerprint coating, 1920 x 1080 (16:9)

Weight 12.6 kg/27.78 lbs

Camera USB detachable with webcam privacy shutter, 
Camera Indicator LED, 4K (8M)/4K @30fps/1080p 
@60fps, IR (HD)/Face Login support

Audio USB detachable soundbar (magnetic), Mute 
Indicator LED, 4-mic array, Stereo speaker (5W x 2), 
Status lights: mute, in meeting, off

3-year Lenovo Premier Support

performance connectivity
I/O Port 1x DP-in

1x DP-out (Video Ingest Mode/Peripheral mode)

2x USB-A (3.2 Gen 1) connector for 2.4G wireless  
KB/mouse/vanity light

1x USB-C (3.2 Gen 1) connector for Video Ingest mode/
Peripheral mode

1x RJ45 

1x DC-in (AC adapter 135W)

Wifi Wi-Fi 6/Bluetooth 5.1

design
features

ThinkSmart-Start
warranty

Key specs
Lenovo ThinkSmart View Plus 
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Lenovo ThinkSmart View Plus 

Multiple modes meet you where you are.

•  Runs Microsoft Teams Display app with your 
Microsoft 365 license.

•  Log in to see personal meetings, chat, files,  
etc., on your customized, secure Microsoft  
Teams experience.

•  Ideal for personal or executive desk.

•  Runs Microsoft Teams Shared Device license  
along with your personal Microsoft 365 license.

•  Reserve the device, log in, and be productive  
with a customized Microsoft Teams experience.

•  Ideal for phone booth, huddle, hoteling, and 
hotdesking.

•  Runs Microsoft Teams Display for remote-access 
offices and reception spaces.

•  Meeting controls at the bottom of the screen.

•  Ideal for one person to quickly and safely  
check in customers, patients, and visitors at 
multiple locations.

Hotdesking Virtual ReceptionPersonal
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Deploy
From virtual deployment installation to integration assistance,  
Smart Collaboration Professional Services ensures your ThinkSmart 
devices function optimally in your office environment.

Maintain 
Smart Collaboration Professional Services deliver routine check-ins  
and easy-to-follow guidelines to ensure updates are installed and to  
keep the rooms operating smoothly.

ThinkSmart Manager Premium
Included in the first year, ThinkSmart Manager Premium comes  
pre-loaded to give your IT team the power to deploy, monitor, and 
troubleshoot your entire fleet of Lenovo ThinkSmart devices all  
from one place.

Lenovo ThinkSmart View Plus come bundled with one year of Lenovo Smart 
Collaboration Professional Services Deploy and Maintain for personalized 
support during setup and ongoing maintenance. 

Lenovo ThinkSmart-Start
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Lenovo ThinkSmart 
View Plus
Learn more at Lenovo.com/ThinkSmart

http://Lenovo.com/ThinkSmart

